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Love, Choices and ChocolateOriginal visual novel cover.恋と選挙とチョコレト (Koi in Senco in Chocoreto)GenreDrama, Romance GameDeveloperSprite (Windows)ASCII Media Works, Fairy (PSP)PublisherSprite (Windows)Kadokawa Games (PSP)GenreEroge, Visual NovelPlatformWindows,
PSPReleasedJP: October 29, 2010 (Windows) JP: September 27, 2012 (PSP) MangaBruHWritten bySpriteIllustrated byT'ko KannoPublished byASCII Media WorksMagazengeki G'sDemographicSeinenOriginal runFeary 2011 - April 2014Volumes6 Manga Choices and Chocolate SLCWritten bySprite
Illustrated Waki IkawaPublished ASCII Media WorksMagazineDengeki DaiohDemographicSh'nenOriginal RunMay 2011 - January 2014Volumes6 Anime TV seriesDirectoy Tara Kitahata Kakakakatsuhikoyama TakaMusic byElements GardenStudioAIC Build BYLicensedNA Sentaiai FilmworksUK MVM
EntertainmentOriginal NetworkTBS, BS-TBSEnglish NetworkUS Anime NetworkOriginal run July 6, 2012 - September 28, 2012Episodes12 Light novelLove, Elections and Chocolate NovelKaisaki Mikami Illustrated AICNaoto AyanoPublished byShogakuImprintGagaga BunkoDemographic 2012 Original
video animationDirectu KitahataStudioAIC BuildIfna SentaiworksUK MVM EntertainmentReleasedMarch 27, 2013Runtime24 minutes Anime and manga portal Love, Choices and Chocolate (恋と選挙とチョコレト, Koi Senkio in Chocoreto), abbreviated Koich (恋チョコ) - Japanese visual novel for adults
developed by Sprite, which was released in Japan on October 29, 2010 for Windows PCs, and then ported to PlayStation Portable on September 27, 2012. The gameplay in Love, Choices and Chocolate follows a plot line that offers pre-defined scenarios with interaction courses, and focuses on the
appeal of the five main female characters by the player's character. There have been two manga adaptations serialized in ASCII Media Works' Dengeki G's Magazine and Dengeki Daioh. The 12-episode anime adaptation of the television series, produced by AIC Build and directed by Toru Kitahata, aired
between July and September 2012, and in March 2013 an additional episode of the final Blu-ray Disc and DVD series was released. Gameplay Typical dialogue and narrative in love, election and chocolate, depicting the main character Yaki, talking to Chisato (left) and Mifya. Love, Choices and Chocolate
novel is a visual novel in which the player takes on the role of Yuki Ojima. Its gameplay requires a bit of player interaction as most of the game's time is spent reading the text that appears on the screen, which presents a narrative of history and dialogue. Love, choices and chocolate follows the line of plot
branching with multiple endings, and depending on the decisions that the player makes during the game, the plot will progress in Direction. There are five main storylines that the player will be able to experience, one for each of the heroines in the story. Every so often, the player will come to the point
where he or she is given the opportunity to choose from several options. The development of the text is suspended at these points until a choice is made. To view all the storylines in full, the player will have to play the game several times and choose different options for further plot in an alternative
direction. In adult versions of the game there are scenes with sexual KG, depicting Yuki and this heroine, borrowed in sex. Plot Love, Choices and Chocolate follows the main character Yaki Ojima, who attends Takafuji Private Academy (私⽴⾼藤学園, Shiritsu Takafuji Gakuen), a large school with more
than 6,000 students. Yaki is a member of the Food Research Club (⾷品研究部, Shokuhin kenky'-bu), abbreviated FRC or ショケ), along with seven others, including his childhood friend Chisato Sumyyoshi. Members leisurely spend their time at the club without doing many activities. When the election of
the next student council president comes up, front runner Satsuki Shinonome suggests that clubs that have no merit should be sorted out and abolished. The Food Research Club is seeking advice from the current president of the student council, Yakumo Meri, who proposes to Yaki to run as an
opposition candidate. Yaky learns about the problems facing the school and decides to take part in the elections. The main characters of the characters Yaki Ojima (Yaki Dzima島 裕樹, Ojima Yaki) are voiced: Yaichi Nakamura (anime), Yuka Keicho (child) Yaki is the main character of Love, Elections and
Chocolate and is a second-year student of Takafuji Academy, who lives in an apartment with his mother. His father died when he was a child. He is a member of the FRC. He is mostly annoyed when someone reads his surname, Oshima, not Ojima incorrectly. In the anime, he learns his feelings for
Chisato, and later becomes her boyfriend. Chisato Sumiyoshi (住吉 千⾥, Sumyoshi Chisato) Voiced: Kikyo Kakitsubata (PC game), Eriko Nakamura (PSP game), Hiro Nakajima (child) Chisato is a second-year student at Takafuji Academy and is Yaki's childhood best friend. She is president of the FRC.
She doesn't like chocolate because of the death of her younger brother, who loved chocolate. Later she becomes Yuki's girlfriend in the anime. Isara Ao somei (⻘海 ⾐更, Aomy Isara) Voiced by: Mitsu Anzu (PC game), Mai Kadovaki (PSP game) Isara is a first-year student. She lives with her mother and
two younger brothers. She works in a fast food restaurant because her family is poor, and constantly bullied richer students, both physically and verbally. Michira Morishita (森下 未散, Morishita Michira) Voiced by: Asami Imai (locked as Rico Inohara in PC game) is a first-year student and classmate of
Isara. She is a newcomer who joined the FRC shortly before the student council election. She lives in a student dormitory because her home is far from Takafuji Academy. She is usually very quiet, only to say a few words to express her thoughts, and almost never smiles. She knows how to play one song
on the harmonica her best friend Kana taught her, and came to Takafuji Academy to look for her. She has the ability to see the mood of the person, ranging from blue (sad), yellow (happy), to purple/black (evil). Mythu Kiba (⽊場 美冬, Kiba Mifyu) Voiced by: Arisa Narusaka (PC game), Kaori Mizuhashi
(PSP game) Mifuyu is a second-year student. She is a classmate of Yaka and a member of the FRC. In fact, she is a year older than Yuki, as she had to repeat the same class due to illness before she saw Yaky for the first time. She's from Hokkaido. Every morning, Yaky, Chisato and Miifya walk to
school together. Satsuki Shinone (東雲 皐⽉, Shinonome Satsuki) Voiced: Sumire Konatsu (PC game), I Asakawa (PSP game) Satsuki is a second-year student. She is on the student council and is the head of the financial affairs department. She is a wise girl and is a strong candidate in the next student
council presidential election. Her family runs a Wagasi store. She goes to school on a bicycle. She is in love with Ojima and seeks to give him the name. He and Hazuki have a strained relationship due to family problems, but later she understands her after learning the truth about Hazuki's birth. Auxiliary
characters Nozomi Edagawa (枝川 希美, Edagawa Nozomi) Voiced by Homi Momoi (PC game), Yuko Gibu (PSP game) Nozomi is a third-year student and former president of the FRC. She is younger than Yaki because she missed several classes abroad and returned to Japan. She is a brilliant girl in
science and is good at creating various inventions. She is the main character in the game PSP. Her nickname is Non-chan (I んちゃん). Oboro Yumeshima (夢島 朧, Yumeshima Oboro) Voiced: Megumi Ogata (PC game/PSP game) Oboro is a first-year student and vice president of the FRC. His parent
runs a large confectionery company named Umachin. His nickname is Yume (ユメ). He is prone to sexual harassment to Yaky, to his irritation. Ai Sarue (猿江 愛, Sarue Ai) Voiced by Chiyoko Sato (PC game), Yuka Inokuchi (PSP game) Ai is a second-year student and a member of the FRC. She wears a
carrot-shaped hair ornament. Her family runs a fruit and vegetable shop. Kiy Monzennaka is a childhood friend. Kiy Monzennak (⾨前仲 綺⾐, Monzennak Kii) Voiced by Kaoru Tsukishiro (PC game), Ayumi Fujimura (PSP game) Kiy is a second-year student and member of the FRC. She wears a fish-
shaped hair ornament. Her family works fish shop. Ai Sarue is her childhood friend. Hazuki Shinonome (東雲 葉⽉, Shinonome Hazuki) Voiced by Chihaya Sakimine (PC game), Chieimi Ishimatsu (PSP game) Hazuki () - 23-year-old teacher of Takafuji Academy. She is Satsuki's older sister and is an
advisor to the FRC. She often drinks beer at the FRC club. She secretly loves Yuki. At first she considered herself the daughter of her father's first wife, but later she discovers that in fact she is the illegitimate daughter of her father's then mistress. Her father's first wife later dies, and he marries his
mistress, who later gives birth to Satsuki. Realizing this, Hazuki became depressed and left the family. Hidaka Shioham (汐浜 陽⾼, Shiohama Hidaka) Voiced: Suiren (PC game), Asami Sanada (PSP game) Hidaka is a second-year student. Paul Hidaka is unknown, as Hidaka wears both men's and
women's school uniforms. Hidaka is a reporter at THEP (Anti Suppression Paper), which is one of the news clubs of Takafuji Academy. Later it turned out that Hidaka was a girl. Mieru Ariake (有明 美絵瑠, Ariake Mieru) Voiced: Yui Sakakibara (PC/PSP game 13/anime) Mieru is a second year student and
Yuki classmate. She is president of FNOS (腐巣, Fu no Su), an association of BL amateurs at Takafuji Academy. Reiji Saga (佐賀 玲⼆, Saga Reiji) Voiced: Makuru Shibaki (PC Game), Kyoji Yusa (PSP game 14/anime) Reiji is a second-year student and Yuki classmate. He is president of the Wonder
Festival Club (驚嘆祝祭部, Kootan-Shukusai-bu), a association of figurines at Takafuji Academy. There's a propeller on top of the head. His nickname is Garage (ガレジ, Garaji). Moheiji Tatsumi (⾠⺒ 茂平治, Tatsumi Moheiji) Voiced by: Uta Kijima (PC game), Takahiro Mizushima (PSP game. He is also
⽑利 夜雲 a student council member and head of the general affairs department. He ran for president in previous elections to the student council as head of the Department of Security 扇橋 ⾹奈. Yuina Osawa (I 沢 ゆいな, Osawa Yuina) Voiced: Ri Kugimiya (anime) Osawa is a student who is part of the
Katahira faction and again Security Commissioner. She is the one behind the incident in Osawa (沢事件, Osawa Jiken). Invited characters Invited characters from Ima Sugu Onichang ni Imouto da tte Iitai! Ayumu Mitani (三⾕ 歩夢, Mitani Ayumu) Voiced by: Minori Tihara (anime) Matsuri Nanase (奈々瀬
奉莉, Nanase Matsuri) Voiced: Kanae Ito (anime) Mao Shigemori (茂森 真央, Shigemori Mao) Voiced: Ai Kayano (anime) Kimika Haid (拝⽥ 希実花, Haida Kimika) Voiced: Jaco Hikas (anime) Developed and released In November 2009, Sprite was created as the sister brand of the visual novel developing
the brand. Love, Choices and Chocolate is Sprite's debut title. The game was produced by Akira Sakamoto. The script was written by Ko Katagi, while the artistic direction and character design were made by Ya Akinashi. The background music was produced by members of Elements Garden, who also
produced music from I've Sound. Love, Election and Chocolate was released on October 29, 2010 in a limited edition, playing on Windows PCs. The regular edition was released on November 19, 2010. On December 29, 2011, Sprite released a special version of the game in honor of the anime
adaptation, which included an art book and a single from I've Sound. The PlayStation Portable (PSP) version, titled Love, Election and Chocolate Portable (恋と選挙とチョコレト ポタブ, Koi to Senkyo to Chocolate P'ttaburu), was released on September 27, 2012 by Kadokawa Games. Adaptation of the
printed media Adaptation of the manga, illustrated by Toko Canno and entitled Love, Election and Chocolate (恋と選挙とチョコレト Koi to Senkyo to Chocolate), was published in the journal ASCII Media Works Dengeki G between February 2011 and April 2014. Between July 27, 2011 and May 27,
2014, six volumes of tanks were produced. The second manga, illustrated by Waki Ikawa and entitled Love, Election and Chocolate SLC (恋と選挙とチョコレトSLC, Koi to Senkyo to Chocolate SLC, SLC means Stay Little Cat), was published in ASCII Media Works' Dengeki Daioh between May 2011
and January 2014. Six volumes for SLC were released between September 27, 2011 and January 27, 2014. Two volumes of the manga entitled Love, Choices and Chocolate Comic Anthology were released between April and July 2011. On August 21, 2012, Shogakukan published a light adaptation of a
novel called Loveト, Choices and Chocolate (恋と選挙とチョコレ) and a novel written by Yasuaki Mikami and illustrated by AIC and Naoto Ayano. Internet radio shows an internet radio show to promote a game called Koi-Choco Radio! Yumeshima Oboro (Ogata Megumi) no Shokken Ran Yo! broadcast
18 episodes between December 10, 2010 and August 5, 2011. The show was produced by Lantis and was hosted by Megumi Ogata, who voices Oboro Yumeshima in Love, Choices and Chocolate. The show was revived with the name Koi in Siekyo on Chocolate Radio: Ogata Megumi but Shokken Ran
Yo!! (恋と選挙とチョコレト』ジオ 緒⽅恵美ショケン乱YO!!) to promote the anime and was pre-broadcast on April 13, 2012. The show began regular weekly broadcasting on April 27, 2012 and is produced by Japanese internet radio station Hibiki; Ogata remains as the show's host. The 12-episode
anime series, directed by Toru Kitahata and produced by AIC Build and Aniplex, aired from July 6 to September 28, 2012 on TBS and BS-TBS. The script was written by Katsuhiko Takayama, and the main animator Hiroaki Gyoda based the character design used in the anime on the original design of Ya
Akinashi. The anime music is produced by Elements Garden. The anime was released in seven volumes of blu-ray Disc (BD) and DVD compilation between September 26, 2012 and March 27, 2013. The final volume of the BD and DVD contained the original episode of the video animation. Sentai
Filmworks licensed the anime for a home video release, and Anime Network broadcast the series on its website. English-language Blu-ray and DVD were released on February 25, 2014. No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no Title Original Airdate 1 Disbandment Club!
Transcription: Haibu! (Japanese: 廃部!) July 6, 2012 (2012-07-06) While shooting student council members involved in the shady deal, Kana Osibashi driven the car and her evidence destroyed. Soon after, it was time for the election of the student council and members of the Food Research Club to learn
that front runner Satsuki Shinonome was proposing that clubs that did not have merit should be settled and abolished. Fearing to be forced to dissolve the club, the Food Research Club decided to have one of its own, Yuki Ojima, run for election. 2 Running for election! Transcript: Shutsuba! (Japanese: 出
⾺!) July 13, 2012 (2012-07-13) the opportunity to run for student council is not the only thing on his mind; he is optimistic that the Naias season of love is finally on the way. 3 Strategist! Transcript: Sendriaku! (Japanese: 戦略!) July 20, 2012 (2012-07-20) Yuki is campaigning to get enough votes to win the
primary election. Things seem promising when the current president lends his support. Meanwhile, Chisato's jealousy reaches an all-time high. 4Finance! Transcription: Shikin! (Japanese: 資⾦!) July 27, 2012 (2012-07-27) Food Research Club is looking for a way to fund its campaign to create a Dzima
student council president. They decide to sell Jima Rolls and 3000 Yaoi chocolates, which is produced and sold by the company of Oboro's parents. This time, Dzima learns more about Shinon's reasons to become president of the student council, and by reading her manifesto, he gets the lead in what he
can put up as his own manifesto. Meanwhile, Ao's four classmates are bullied, causing them to throw her panties off her and throw them in the trash. While she is looking for panties, Ojima passes her and offers her help, but she strongly refuses it. Later she continues her work on replacing school light
bulbs, telling her brother to eat without her in the first place. 5 Festival! Transcription: Sayten! (Japanese: 祭典!) August 17, 2012 (2012-08-17) Primary elections begin, but not only the Yuks compete. The cosplay contest determines who wins the chance to be closer with Yuki. 6Balllot counting! Transcript:
Kaiho! (Japanese: 開票!) August 17, 2012 (2012-08-17) Blunder, literally, is the only thing that prevents Yuki from delivering the wrong speech. 7Lager! Transcript: Gashuku! (Japanese: 合宿!) August 24, 2012 (2012-08-24) Ojima learns that even he has just made it past the preliminary; however, now that
the preliminary is over, he must claim the swing votes if he wants to win the election. Hazuki causes Odzyma more problems when he is forced to carry her to a hostel for girls. 8Right! Transcript: Shinjitsu! (Japanese: 真実!) On August 31, 2012 (2012-08-31) Stuck in a girls' hostel with Satsuki, Ojima
learns more about his family and his sister Hazuki. 9Eparty case! Transcript: Jiko! (Japanese: 事故!) September 7, 2012 (2012-09-07) Dzima wants to end discrimination against students of financial aid and comes into conflict with Yakumo, because it will be an unpopular policy. Osawa returns to his
security post, claiming she is against Odzyma because he is unlikely to be a puppet candidate. A quick look at Chisato's dreams reveals the nightmare she lives with every day. 10Compos! Transcription: Sakuso! (Japanese: 錯綜!) September 14, 2012 (2012-09-14) Ojima gets hit by a truck, but is not hurt,
horrifiing others, especially Chisato, who is devastated by Yuki's close call. Ujima learns that Michiru and Kana are spies of the disciplinary department to help maintain security at the school. Yuki is being warned to avoid anti-bullying rhetoric in his campaign. Later he learns some disturbing and
dangerous truths from President Mori. 11Ex inquest! Transcription: Sasaku! (Japanese: 捜索!) September 21, 2012 (2012-09-21) Ojima learns that the attempted murder of Kana was to hide the evidence she had gathered, and that in order to help her Yakumo put Isawa in charge of public safety. Katahir's
faction blackmails Yakumo to stop any support for Odjima, otherwise they will let Kahn die. Ujima tells Michira where Kana is, and she picks her up from recalls with her causing her to wake up from a coma. Still at home, Chisato takes a good look at himself and tries to straighten his feelings. The episode
ends with The Katahir group attacking Ojima and Chisato. 12Vot! Transcription: Toho! (Japanese: 投票!) September 28, 2012 (2012-09-28) Yuki wakes up after an attack to find Chisato missing. Osawa made her move and kidnapped her. She will only release her if Ojima drops out of the election. After
chasing wild geese through the city, President Mori suddenly comes to his aid. Eventually, Ojima becomes President, and Satsuki becomes Vice President. 13 (OVA)Love Sister! Transcript: Coyimo! (Japanese: 恋妹!) March 27, 2013 (2013-03-27) Music Love, Choices and Chocolate has eight musical
pieces: one theme opening, one song insert, and six ending themes. The theme of the opening is the Mami Kawada Initiative of I've Sound. Inserted a song Piece of My Heart by Nami Maisaki from I've Sound. Each heroine has her own ending theme, starting with the theme chisato Little love song by
Eriko Nakamura. Isara's theme is Mitsuba no Clover (三つ葉クロバ) Mai Kadovaki. The theme of Michiru is Kimi no Iro Oshiete (きみいろ おしえて) Asami Imai. The theme of Mifuu is Kizutsukeraru yori Kizukeru Hyo ga Itai yo, Nante... (傷つけられるより傷つけるほうが痛いよ、なんて...) Kaori
Mizuhashi. Satsuki's theme is Aozora StartingLine (⻘空StartingLine) by J. Asakawa. The main theme of the ending is Jewelry Time by Ceui. The album, which contains the latest themes titled Chocolate Songs, was released on April 27, 2011 by Lantis. The original soundtrack for the game was released
on May 27, 2011. The theme of the opening version of PSP is Step Forward Annabelle. The theme of the opening of the anime is Signal Graph (シグナグフ) Annabelle, and the theme of the finale is Kaze no Naka no Primrose (⾵なかプリムロズ Primrose in the Wind) by Ceui. The single for Signal Graph
was released on July 25, 2012, and the single Kaze no Naka no Primrose was released on August 8, 2012. The first episode features an insertion of Annabelle's Hello Mellow (ハロメロウ). Admission from June to October 2010, Love, Elections and Chocolate ranked three times in the top ten in the
national PC pre-order game in Japan. The ranking was at No 9 from June to August, No. 6 from August to September, and No. 3 from September to October. The game entered the top 50 four times in terms of national sales of computer games in Japan. The ranking was at No. 1 for October 2010, No. 19
for November 2010, No. 33 for December 2010 and No. 48 for January 2011. The Windows version was released in honor of the anime adaptation, ranking 33rd in sales in December 2011. The game became the fifth best-selling name Getchu.com, a major reworking of visual novel and domestic anime
products, for 2010. In the ranking of the 2010 games Getchu.com Love, Elections and Chocolate took 4th place in Graphics, 8th place in the script, 8th place in music, 11th in the cinema and 6th in the overall standings. Satsuki Shinonee was voted the 14th best character from the games released in the



same year. The PSP version of Love, Election and Chocolate sold 16,743 copies in a week, making it the seventh non-PC game in Japan this week. Cm. also Ao no Kanata No Four Rhythm References - Spencer (December 26, 2011). The story of a boy longing for true love and chocolate to hate a girl. A
silicone. Received on March 6, 2013. b c d e f h i j k l n o p r s Character (in Japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - 住吉 千⾥ (japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - ⻘海 ⾐更 (in Japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - ⽊場 美冬 (in Japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - 東雲 皐⽉
(japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - 枝川 希美 (in Japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - 夢島 朧 (japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - 猿江 愛 (japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - ⾨前仲 綺⾐ (in Japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - 東雲 葉⽉ (in Japanese). Received on
March 19, 2017. - 汐浜 陽⾼ (in Japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - 有明 美絵瑠 (japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - 佐賀 玲⼆ (in Japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - ⾠⺒ 茂平治 (in Japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. - ⽑利 夜雲 (japanese). Received on March 19, 2017. I 広
報 (みかげです♪ Mikage from Public Affairs♪ (in Japanese). Constant Dead Link - b 恋と選挙とチョコレト 特設ト - Spec (Love, Choices and Chocolate Special Site - Spec) (in Japanese). Sprite. Archive from the original on September 7, 2013. Received on March 9, 2015. 恋と選挙とチョコレ ト 通常版
Love, Elections and Chocolate Regular Edition (in Japanese). Amazon.co.jp. received on August 26, 2011. 恋と選挙とチョコレトTVアニメ化記念特装版 Love, Choices and Chocolate TV Anime Special Edition Memory (in Japanese). Fairies. Archive from the original 2013-09-03. Received on January 7,
2012. 『恋チョコ』がPSPで発売決定!! PC版に新要素を多数追加した『恋と選挙とチョコレト ポタブ』 Koichoco will be sold on PSP!! Love, Choices and Chocolate Portable will add a lot of new elements from the PC Edition (in Japanese). ASCII Media Works. December 27, 2011. Received on
January 7, 2012. -恋と選挙とチョコレト (1) Love, Choices and Chocolate (1) (Japanese). ASCII Media Works. Received on August 26, 2011. (恋と選挙とチョコレト (6) Love, Choices and Chocolate (6) (in ASCII Media Works. Received on August 2, 2015. In the May issue of Dengeki Dayo, Koi Choco
Comicalization Beginning! In May, the issue of Dengeki Daioh Too, Koichoco Comics begins! (Japan). ASCII Media Works. Archive from the original dated July 13, 2011. Received on August 15, 2014. Love and Choices and Chocolate SLC (1) Love, Choices and Chocolate SLC (1) (in Japan). ASCII
Media Works. Received on October 25, 2011. Love and Choices and Chocolate SLC (6) Love, Choices and Chocolate SLC (6) (in Japan). ASCII Media Works. Received on August 2, 2015. Love, Choices and Chocolate Comic Anthology Love, Choices and Chocolate Comic Anthology (in Japan).
Amazon.co.jp. ASIN 4758006210. Chocolate Comic Anthology VOL.2 Love, Choices and Chocolate Comic Anthology Vol. 2 (in Japan). Amazon.co.jp. ASIN 475800644Xト 恋と選挙とチョコレ. Shokakukan. Received on January 4, 2013. Shocken Ran YO from Koi Choco Radio Yumeshima (Old
Megumi)! Start shipping! (Koi Choco Radio) Yumesima Oboro (Omata Megumi) no Shokken Ran Yo! Start the transition! (Japan). Lantis. December 10, 2010 Archive from the original August 13, 2011. Received on August 26, 2011. 18th broadcast BroadcastIng No. 18 (in Japan). Lantis. Archive from the
original 2011-09-05. Received on August 26, 2011. Anime Love, Choices and Chocolate Radio Amy Ogata Shocking Revolt YO Program Details (Anime Koi in Sieko Chocolate) Radio: Megumi Ata's Food Club Riot Yo Program Details (in Japan). Hibiki Radio Received March 30, 2012. Love, Choice, and
Chocolate Game gets 2012 TV anime. Anime News Network November 27, 2011. Received on November 28, 2011. Sentai Filmworks adds love, electronics and chocolate anime. Anime News Network August 29, 2012. Received on August 29, 2012. Sentai Filmworks Updates 'Koi's Sieko Chocolate
(Love, Choice, and Chocolate)' Anime DVD/BD Artist School Post January 2, 2014 Received January 9, 2020. Love, Choice and Chocolate Blu-ray Complete Collection (S) Archive Right Stuf Inc. from the original dated February 15, 2015. Received on February 14, 2015. Love, Choice and Chocolate
DVD Full Collection (S). Right Stuf Inc. archive from the original on February 15, 2015. Received on February 14, 2015. Chocolate songs (in Japan). Lantis. Received on August 26, 2011. Love and Choices and Chocolate Original Soundtrack (In Japan). Sprite. Archive from the original on September 22,
2012. Received on August 26, 2011. Music (in Japanese). Aniplex. Received on May 25, 2012. Booking Status Ranking Journal (Reservation) Loge (japanese). PCpress. Archive from the original on September 19, 2011. Received on August 26, 2011. セ qキグログ (Japanese). PCpress. Archive from the
original dated July 21, 2011. Received on August 26, 2011. セ (zキグ sales) (in Japanese). PCpress. Archive from the original on February 26, 2012. Received on February 21, 2012. PCゲム館 2010年 年間セキグ (PC Games 2010 sales RATING) (Japanese). Getchu.com. received on February 6, 2013.
美少⼥ゲム2010 賞 Bishoujo Game Prizes 2010 (Japanese). Getchu.com. received on February 6, 2013. Japan Video Game Rating, September 24-30. Anime news network. October 3, 2012. Received on February 6, 2013. External Links Love, Choices and Chocolate on Sprite (in Japanese) Love,
Choices and Chocolate Portable on ASCII Media Works (japanese) Anime official site (in Japanese) Love, choices and chocolate on the visual novel database Love, Choices and Chocolate (anime) in the encyclopedia Anime News Network extracted from the love election and chocolate. love election and
chocolate season 2. love election and chocolate characters. love election and chocolate crunchyroll. love election and chocolate hulu. love election and chocolate funimation. love election and chocolate mal. love election and chocolate genre
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